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Abstract  The surface flatness of metal meshes in a deflector of particle beam mass spectrometer (PBMS) required

ideally flat, and this can specify the particle trajectories which goes through the detector. In this research, charged

particle current was measured using the different surface roughness deflectors. NaCl particles were generated

monodispersed in its size by using differential mobility analyzer and the whole processes were followed the way

calibrating PBMS. The results indicate that the mesh surface morphology in the deflector can affect to the particle size

and the concentration errors, and sensitivity of PBMS.
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I. Introduction

For improving the product (i.e., semiconductor and

photonics devices) yield, a particle beam mass spectrometer

(PBMS) has been developed to measure nano-sized

particles in real time during physical or chemical deposition

process. Since the most of deposition processes for

semiconductors, such as chemical vapor deposition (CVD)

and physical vapor deposition (PVD) require a high-

vacuum condition, a PBMS was designed to measure the

particle size distribution at a low pressure [1]. Currently,

several approaches have been pursued to improve the

performed of PBMS. These methods include a monitoring

the particles generated in a wide range of CVD conditions

[2] and a numerical and experimental analysis the

mechanisms of the particle beam generation (and the

particle charge) from each aerodynamic lenses (and

electron gun) [3-6].

The deflector mesh, which installed to classify the

charged particles in PBMS, was assumed ideally flat.

Ideally, all particles can deflect by 90o, and follow the

specified trajectories to the detector [7]. In our previous

research, the deflector meshes were assembled manually,

and the degrees of flatness ware rely on eye measure, not

evaluated by the analytical methods. Prior our studies

indicate that low flatness of the deflector was pointed out

as one of the reason that can affect to the uncertainty in

particle size [8]. If we ignore the effect of the particle beam

broadening by Brownian motion when the size of particles

are smaller than 20 nm diameter, this uncertainty in

broadening can be dominated by low flatness of the

deflector mesh surface.

In this paper, the deflectors with different flatness were

installed in the PBMS, and the performances of PBMS are

characterized by the calibration process using the mono-

dispersed NaCl particles.

II. Experiment

Experimental process is described in Fig. 1. First, NaCl

particles are generated by spraying 1% NaCl aqueous

solution by using an atomizer. The evaporated water drop

is subsequently dried when it passes through the diffusion

dryer and results in nano-sized NaCl particles with a rock-

salt crystal cubic shape. Poly-dispersed particles are

charged to near-Boltzmann equilibrium when the particles

pass through a soft X-ray charger (HCT XRC-03), and are
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classified using a SMPS (Grimm SMPS +C with a

universal differential mobility analyzer (DMA)).

Particle generation processes are carried out at atmospheric

pressure. The classified particles are introduced in the

chamber before the PBMS having two critical orifices to cut

off the inlet aerosol flow rate at a certain value. Due to the

sheath flow rate of SMPS is 300 sccm, one cuts the flow rate

at 100 sccm to the PBMS, and other one cuts at 200 sccm

for the by-pass.

A deflector, described n Fig. 2(a), consists of three flat

nickel mesh grids which are stacked with d intervals and

shape like sandwich is installed to classify the charged

particles by the electrostatic field induced to a voltage

potential between the middle mesh and the outside two

ground meshes. The size of the deflector was designed not

to block the trajectory of where it passes out the first mesh

in distance of 4d.

Figure 2. (a) Particle trajectories of ideal flat and

crumpled meshes, (b) Image of bump dented metal mesh.

A nickel mesh (Goodfellow NI008720) described in Fig.

2(b), has 0.43 mm square openings, and the meshes with

different surface flatness were prepared by making bumps

for one and other does not. Each bump has its size of 5 mm

in diameter, and has 2.5 mm distance between them. 2D

laser displacement sensor (KEYENCE LJ-G015) was used

to define the flatness of nickel mesh surface, and by using

different meshes with different flatness, charges of NaCl

particles of 100, 200 and 300 nm size were measured from

the PBMS. 

III. Results and Discussion

The surface scan results of the mesh with different

flatness are shown in Fig. 3. Nano-size particles were

partially sampled from the scanned area of 6x6 mm2 in the

deflector mesh which sustained damage [Fig. 2(b)]. Fig.

3(a) shows two half portion of bumps in 6x6 mm2 area. In

Figure 1. Schematic of the particle beam mass spectrometer
calibration process.

Figure 2. (a) Particle trajectories of ideal flat and crumpled
meshes, (b) Image of bump dented metal mesh.

Figure 3. Scans of mesh surface (a) Crumpled metal mesh, (b)
hand-crafted metal mesh.
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the Fig. 3(b), checked its flatness by eyes measure, there

have slopes either. This implies that the inspection of

highly flat mesh surface should be figured numerically by

the analytical methods.

The PBMS measurement results of charged particle

current are shown in Fig. 4. Because there can have errors

on the result when using non-flat deflector, it is not

appropriate to use numerical calculations from the particle

current to the particle size distribution.

As a result, both hand-crafted flat and crumpled mesh

show a similar current slope. Fig. 4 reveals that the critical

voltages [7,8] have been found to be increased with an

increase of particle size of 100-300 nm. Moreover,

increasing critical deflection voltages occurs at the particle

size of 100 and 200 nm, when the flatness of deflector

mesh is higher. The high flatness deflector mesh exhibits

improved the saturated particle beam currents due to a

reduction of deflected particle loss. 

IV. Conclusions

Estimations of the PBMS deflector mesh flatness was

performed by analyzing the characteristics of NaCl

particles classified by SMPS into 100-, 200-, and 300-nm

sizes. The mesh surface morphology and the particle

current were determined using PBMS and 2D laser

displacement sensor, and the flatness and the particle

current changes were closely related. Enhancement of

deflector mesh surface morphology is promising method to

achieve high sensitivity of PBMS.
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Figure 4. Charged particle current measurement by using
PBMS (a) Sampled 100 nm mono-dispersed NaCl particles, (b)
200 nm, (c) 300 nm.


